The Issues We Address
Lack of Time & Expertise

Eco-Anxiety in Young People

Climate literacy education presents
significant challenges to teachers as it is
only one part of their subject criteria & it is
taught linearly to achieve an exam result
under a time constraint. Lack of time,
expertise, and a deeper understanding of
how to link the science and develop
practical behavioral changes on both an
organisational and individual level means
the educational system's ability to
contribute effectively to address the climate
crisis is limited.

In a survey conducted by ECO UNESCO of 1043 young people in 2020, 77% said
they were extremely concerned about Climate Change while 55% felt that no one
listens to them about climate issues. Young people need to become climate
literate to ensure they are equipped stakeholders of the future and are
empowered to deal with the issues they will face.

Lack of Action-based Opportunities
In the same ECO UNESCO survey, 52% said they wanted more education and
opportunities to take action and 2019 saw over 6 million students join the wave of
climate strikes. We address this demand for opportunities to take action within
the community and make a measured impact.

Our
Values

Collaboration

Curiosity

We help students to

We provide the tools to
take positive action and
foster curiosity about
how to solve complex
issues.

develop active citizenship
and an understanding of
the importance of team
work.

Innovation

Service

Our Climate Literacy Module
OVERVIEW
10 week module delivered in a double class once a week.
It covers 9 different environmental topics with an action project in
the last week.
It is typically run with transition year students, but it can also be run
in CSPE and ad hoc across the curriculum.
It includes teacher training, equipping them with the knowledge,
attitudes and skills required to effectively and confidently deliver
the course.
After the training, teachers will be able to deliver the course
independently with another group of students.
Classes are informative, fun and engaging with the objective of
joining the dots for the students between what they do and consume
in their daily lives to the problems and solutions incurred with the
environmental crisis.
This course can be run for many years to come, as it is updated
annually and there will also be additional topics added to the
syllabus.

Benefits of Our Module
For Students:
Topical and action-based course that will equip them with the skills, tools and knowledge to live
sustainably.
A platform to identify future jobs across green sectors.
Developing an idea into an action with measured results.

For Teachers:
Teacher training and resources to teach and deliver an 10-week module.
Use of an interactive online learning platform for teacher and student support.
Improved educational knowledge and skills.
New game-based methodologies.

For Principals:
A 32-week Transition Year course and teacher training.
A relevant and up to date action-led course for students.
TY learning objectives meet the criteria of statements of learning set by the education department.
An affordable and accessible programme for teachers to deliver.
A programme that promotes global citizenship and community engagement.

How it works

Schools purchase a 10-week packaged
course which includes teacher training,
PowerPoints, lesson plans and resources.

The format of each lesson consists of
a 20-minute PowerPoint presentation
followed by 2 interactive game
activities to cement learning. It is
delivered to students in a double
class each week.

A trained facilitator visits the school
weekly to deliver training live in the
classroom. This can also be done
online.

Schools receive a summer CPD &
updated resources in year two for
a subscription of €500 to use the
platform.

Course can be taught on rotation
giving schools 32 weeks of
content.

Schools sign up to our online
action-based workbook. This is
included in the cost of the
course.

10 Week Course Breakdown
Weekly Topic

Description

Learning Outcomes

Introduction to
climate change

This workshop focuses on linking the science of climate
change to practical behavioural changes on a systematic,
organizational, and individual level. The session's objective
is to educate and empower students to take action.

Understanding the science of climate change, systems, and
interconnections..

Geography
Science
CSPE
Politics and Society

A workshop to frame the sustainable development goals and
the Paris Agreement. Students will design a sustainable
island that will incorporate the goals and the Paris
Agreement principals

To understand what sustainable development is, the Paris
Agreement and the impacts of climate change and climate
change solutions.

Geography
Religion
Politics and Society
CSPE

This workshop explores the environmental crisis through the
lens of justice, whereby those that are least responsible for
climate change will suffer the worst impacts.

To understand what climate justice is, equality and equity.
To explore the inequalities of climate change.

Religion
Geography
Politics and Society

This workshop is based around plastic education examining
the causes, effects and solutions to plastic pollution.

To understand the causes, effects and solutions to plastic
pollution. To understand that our product choices can have a
positive or negative impact.

What is
sustainable
development

What is
climate justice

The plastic crisis

Curriculum Links

CSPE
SHPE
Science
Business Studies

10 Week Course Breakdown
Weekly Topic

Fast fashion

Sustainable
transport

Biodiversity loss

Food and soil

Description

Learning Outcomes

Curriculum Links

This workshop examines the environmental and human
impacts of the fashion industry.

To understand what fast fashion is and to explore the
environmental and human impacts of the industry. To
understand the ecological footprint of our clothes &
solutions to reduce it.

Sustainable transport is central to efforts to control
greenhouse gas emissions, air pollution and environmental
damage. This session bridges sustainable transport to
social, environmental and climate impacts.

To understand the problem with our current transport
system. To explore the future of sustainable transport and to
understand carbon offsetting.

This workshop examines local and global biodiversity loss
focusing on the problems and the solutions to restoring
nature.

To understand what biodiversity is and where is comes from.
To understand the causes, effects and solutions to
biodiversity loss.

Geography
Science

This workshop Introduces students to the importance of soil
health and its relationship to the food we eat and grow. We
examine the impacts climate change will have on the food
system and ways to reduce your carbon footprint through
the food we eat.

To understand the systems connected to what we eat, grow
and throw away. To understand that healthy soils are an
integral part of climate change solutions and food security.
To understand that climate change will impact the way we
eat, grow and transport our food. .

Home Economics
Geography
Science

Home Economics
CSPE
Geography
Business Studies

Geography
Business Studies

10 Week Course Breakdown
Weekly Topic

Taking action

Description
This workshop focuses on delivering action projects. We will
explore the basic tools needed to build an ambitious project
and how to keep students motivated by Creating and evoking
them to deliver an inspirational engaging and student lead
action project. This workshop can support the Young
Environmentalist Awards or any action-based awards.

Learning Outcomes
To develop an action project with clear objectives and a
planned set of activities. To develop an idea into an action.

Curriculum Links
Transition Year
CSPE
Any action project

A snapshot of our success
2000 trees planted by students!

Winner of Eco
Unesco Eco
Leader of the year
2018 + 6 Young
Environmentalist
Awards

1 school saved 16000 plastic bottles
from going to landfill!

Investment
Requirements
Cost of Module

€1500
Annual Subscription
for subsequent years

€500

What is covered in this cost:
10 -week online teacher training
Lesson plans
Resources
Online action-based workbook
Ongoing teacher support

Forecasted
Impact

Teachers increase their
knowledge and skills with
delivering environmental
education for secondary
school students.

Students increase
environmental selfefficacy and
environmental
stewardship.

Students increase their

Reduced carbon

motivation and

footrpint for the school,

confidence in addressing

students and secondary

environmental issues.

beneficiaries such as
parents and family.

The students loved this sustainability course. Every student should have access to this
learning. The course is designed as an 8 week TY module. However, the resources are excellent and
can be used right across the curriculum in wellbeing, CSPE, SPHE, Home Economics, Economics,
Geography, Science, all subject areas. Susan has effectively designed the course around a series of
activities which really engage the students and consolidate what they are learning. The course is also
action focused. Every week the students learn about what we can do to effect positive change.
The training is excellent. As a teacher you will become more confident in your own knowledge and how
to communicate these ideas to your students. You will also receive training on teaching and learning
techniques. The games and activities used here can be adapted for use in other subject areas.

Patrick Kirwan, Science and Biology Teacher,
Ardscoil na Mara, Co. Waterford.

Susan Adams - Education for Sustainability

Contact Us
0877983469

